
VIPER VTOOTH 1000 ELECTRONIC DARTBOARD      $79.99 
You’ll never play darts the same way again with the 
Vtooth 1000 electronic dartboard! For the first time 
ever, using Bluetooth Smart technology, you can 
connect your dartboard wirelessly to a smart phone, 
tablet or other device via the Viper Darts Linkup app. 
This revolutionary free new app will allow you to keep 
track of all your scores with a customized profile that 
will save your progress and measure your darting 
stats. Never before have you been able to see both 
Cricket and ’01 so clearly on the same scoreboard. 
The free Viper Dart Linkup App is launching with 16 
games available with many more to come. The 
scoreboard app can utilize a quick play feature to get 
you playing your favorite games immediately. The 
Vtooth has a regulation 15.5” target face, so you can 
practice on the same size board as the pros.  
The stylish color scheme utilizes sharp red and blue 
on a deep black and bright white to make your board 
stand out among competitors. The Vtooth features 
Target Tested Tough segments that will stand up to 
the toughest punishment, in addition to an ultra-thin 
spider to minimize bounce-outs. Furthermore, the 
Vtooth features concave segment holes that lock in 
your shots. The multiplayer feature supports up to 4 
players, so no one is left behind. Embrace the new 
technological revolution in dartboards with the Viper 
Vtooth!  

 
• Cutting-edge technology incorporates a mobile app scoreboard for the first time, connect to your phone, tablet or 

other device directly to the Vtooth via Bluetooth Technology to enjoy 16+ games available. 
 
• Unparalleled construction features Tournament Quality Regulation 15.5” Target Face, Concave Segment Holes to 

reduce bounce outs, and Target Tested Tough segments to withstand your toughest throws time after time. 
 
• Never leave any friends sitting on the sidelines with multiplayer play supporting up to 4 players, each with custom 

profiles available to track statistics. 
 
• Tournament Quality Regulation 15.5” Target Face. 
 
• Powered by four AA batteries for a cord free experience. 
 
• Target Tested Tough segments withstand your toughest throws time after time. 
 
• Includes mounting hardware for quick setup and 6 soft-tip starter darts and a one year warranty. 
 


